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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

On November 16, 2021, Pacific Ship Repair & Fabrication Inc. (PacShip) (SDAPCD 
Facility #7067) received a letter from the San Diego County Air Pollution Control 
District (SDAPCD or District) that notified PacShip of the need for a risk reduction 
audit and plan (RRAP) based on the health risk assessment (HRA) approved by the 
District. The approved HRA was based on the emission inventory year 2015 Toxic 
Emissions Inventory Report (TEIR). The HRA results indicated that maximum worker 
chronic non-cancer Health Hazard Index (HHI), the maximum worker 8-hour chronic 
non-cancer HHI, and the maximum worker acute non-cancer HHI exceed the risk 
reduction levels specified in District Rule 1210, section (e)(1). Although the Maximum 
Individual Worker (MEIW) cancer risk exceeded the public notification level of 10 in 
one million specified in District Rule 1210(d)(1), it did not exceed the risk reduction 
level of 100 in one million specified in District Rule 1210(e)(1)(ii) for emissions 
inventory years prior to 2018. Therefore, this risk reduction audit and plan for 
reporting year 2015 will address proposed risk reduction measures for chronic, 8-
hour chronic, and acute non-cancer worker impacts from the HRA. 

The chronic, 8-hour chronic, and acute non-cancer results from the HRA based on 
the emission inventory year 2015 are listed below: 

Maximum Worker Chronic Non-Cancer HHI: 2.01 
Maximum Worker 8-hour Chronic Non-Cancer HHI: 1.84  
Maximum Worker Acute Non-Cancer HHI: 2.75 

This report presents the requested RRAP for the chronic, 8-hour chronic, and acute 
non-cancer health risk impacts on off-site workers. The required SDAPCD General 
Permit Application form for this permit modification application is included with this 
RRAP in Appendix A. 

2.0 FACILITY INFORMATION 

2.1 Address and Contacts 

Pacific Ship Repair & Fabrication, Inc. 
SDAPCD Facility #7067 
1625 Rigel Street 
San Diego, CA  92113 

Facility Contact: 
Mr. David Bain 
1625 Rigel Street 
San Diego, CA  92113 
Work Phone: (619) 232-3200 ext. 111 

RRP Preparer Contact: 
Mr. James Westbrook 
BlueScape Environmental 
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16870 W. Bernardo Drive, Ste. 400 
San Diego, CA  92127 
Cell Phone: (858) 774-2009 

2.2 Description of Operations 

The PacShip facility in San Diego conducts sheet metal product fabrication, coating, 
and master ship repair for the US Navy and a variety of other military and commercial 
maritime clients. These services may require welding, precision water-jet cutting, 
powder coating, sheet metal repair and fabrication, fabrication of water-tight closures 
such as doors, hatches and manholes for the shipbuilding and repair industry, and 
ship preservation (blasting and painting). Equipment at the facility includes welding 
equipment, an abrasive blasting room, and coating booths. The facility is located in 
a mostly industrial setting approximately a half mile from the ship docks in San Diego 
Bay. 

3.0 RISK REDUCTION EVALUATION 

The PacShip facility’s abrasive blasting operations, followed by the welding 
operations, are the biggest contributors to the worker chronic, 8-hour chronic, and 
acute non-cancer impacts. The chronic HHI is mainly due to nickel (94%) and 
cadmium (6%); the 8-hour chronic HHI is due entirely to nickel (100%); and the 
acute HHI is entirely due to nickel (100%). Nickel is emitted from both abrasive 
blasting and welding operations; cadmium is emitted from abrasive blasting 
operations only. Therefore, the focus of this RRAP will be to reduce health risk impacts 
from abrasive blasting and welding operations at the PacShip facility. 

3.1 Abrasive Blasting Operations 

PacShip’s abrasive blasting operations are performed in only one location at the 
facility: Building 12 (Blast Booth). This building is directly adjacent the off-site worker 
location to the southwest of the Blast Booth that has the most risk impacts. Blasting 
operations are entirely enclosed in the Blast Booth and emissions from blasting are 
collected with 100% capture efficiency. Blasting emissions are then directed to a filter 
system with 95% control efficiency. The filtered emissions are vented through a stack 
with a height of approximately 4 ft off the ground and located between the Blast 
Booth building and the Paint/Spray Booth. Because 100% of the blasting emissions 
are captured in the enclosed booth, there are no fugitive emissions. In the TEIR 
reporting year 2015, the only blasting material used was steel shot, which emitted 
0.00475 lbs cadmium and 0.048 lbs nickel per ton of steel shot blasted based upon 
APCD default emission factors.1 

Emissions of nickel (and to a lesser degree, cadmium) from blasting as reported for 
2015 were the primary cause of acute, 8-hr chronic, and chronic non-cancer health 

 
1 SDAPCD Abrasive Blasting, Steel Shot, Uncontrolled Emission Factors, Method A08. 
https://www.sdapcd.org/content/dam/sdapcd/documents/permits/emissions-calculation/abrasive-
blasting/APCD%20Steel%20Shot%20blast%20Medium%20Site%20Specific%20Controls.pdf 
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risk. The APCD default emission factors are not expected to be representative of 
blasting emissions at the PacShip facility. A source test of a grab sample from the 
blasting booth filter will be needed to determine the most representative emission 
factors for the components of emissions from abrasive blasting. 

Installation of a 99% control efficiency filter on the exhaust stack for the blasting 
booth will reduce acute, worker chronic, and worker 8-hr chronic risks to below the 
1.0 HHI threshold. 

3.2 Welding Operations 

PacShip’s welding operations are performed in multiple locations throughout the 
facility, but the majority of the welding operations take place in the northwest and 
southeast ends of Building 24 (Welding Shop). Facility staff estimated for 2015 that 
60% of welding operations were in the northwest portion of Building 24, 20% of 
welding operations were in the southeast portion of Building 24, 15% of welding 
operations were in Building 16 (Pipe Fitting Shop), and 5% of welding operations 
were in Building 15 (Sheet Metal Shop). 

In 2015, both controlled and uncontrolled welding operations were reported for the 
TEIR. Controls assumed for controlled welding were based on their use of portable 
control devices equipped with non-HEPA filters. Capture and control efficiencies of 
80% capture/80% control were assumed for the portable devices in the calculation 
of controlled welding emissions, with 20% of emissions as fugitive emissions. No 
capture and control efficiencies were assumed for uncontrolled welding emissions, 
with 100% of the emissions as fugitive emissions. 

In March 2022, the District released updated emission factor calculation procedures 
for welding operations.2 For some of the welding rods that PacShip was using in 2015, 
the hexavalent chromium (CrVI) and nickel emission factors were updated to 
demonstrate a reduction in health risks for this RRAP. These emission factors are 
considered representative for facility operations. 

Health risk impacts due to nickel emissions from welding operations can be reduced 
by performing welding operations only in a permitted enclosed welding booth with 
80% capture, with a blower to direct welding fumes to a filter system fitted with HEPA 
filters with 99.97% control efficiency. If a welding operation will emit nickel or CrVI, 
it will not be performed outside of an enclosed welding booth with 80% capture and 
99.97% control efficiency (no uncontrolled welding of these materials). 

4.0 RISK REDUCTION PLAN 

To reduce risks below the Rule 1210 thresholds, the following Plan is proposed: 

 

 
2 SDAPCD Welding Operations Emission Factors updated in March 2022 can be found here: 
https://www.sdapcd.org/content/sdapcd/permits/toxics-emissions/calculation-procedures.html 
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Abrasive Blasting 

1. Utilize site-specific sampling of abrasive blasting media to document site-
specific emission factors. 

2. Install a 99% control efficiency filter on the blasting booth exhaust stack. 

3. Improve documentation of blasting operations, including recording the 
estimated amount of blast media used per hour/day/year, the duration that 
blasting occurs, and a description of the materials blasted. 

Welding 

1. Utilize the updated toxic air contaminant (TAC) emission factors from February 
2022 for future health risk impacts. 

2. Indoor Welding Booth in Building 17 (Pipe Fitting Shop) – Enclose toxic 
emission welding areas with flexible curtains during welding operations. Utilize 
fume extractors during welding. Vent welding booth emissions to the roof 
through particulate filters. The goal of this plan is to achieve at least 80% 
capture and 99.97% control of fine (less than 1 µm) particulate matter and 
TAC emissions. 

3. Welding Areas in Building 24 (north and south areas) - Enclose toxic emission 
welding areas with flexible curtains during welding operations. Utilize fume 
extractors during welding. Vent welding areas through particulate filters. The 
goal of this plan is to achieve at least 80% capture and 99.97% control of fine 
(less than 1 µm) particulate and TAC emissions. 

4. Documentation – Record the following at each welding location: welding rod 
usage in lbs per hour/day/year, by type of welding rod (E316, 309, etc.), and  
by welding operation type (FCAW, GMAW, etc.). Retain the current Safety Data 
Sheet (SDS) or other specifications of the welding rods. Confirm for each hour 
of operation that the welding area is completely enclosed with flexible curtain, 
fume extractors used, and emissions vented to operated filters. 

Toxic emission welding areas are defined for this Plan as any areas utilizing welding 
rods with non-trace, or 0.1% by weight or more of chromium, nickel, cadmium, or 
lead as shown by the material SDS or other specifications. Based upon the Risk 
Reduction demonstration provided in Section 5.0. This plan will be sufficient to reduce 
acute risk impacts below the Rule 1210 thresholds. 

5.0 RISK REDUCTION DEMONSTRATION 

To demonstrate that the risk reduction measures proposed in Section 4.0 will 
decrease acute, 8-hr chronic, and chronic health risk impacts on nearby off-site 
workers, the emissions reported were recalculated using the proposed capture and 
control efficiencies for each type of operation, and updated District welding emission 
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